Cleaning instructions

Use general cleaning agent with ammonia for windows. The

Use a painting pad for cleaning and wiping. Add the cleaning

agent may not contain alcohol or other solvents.

agent to the pad until lightly moistened. Wipe with a dry pad
until the screen is completely dry.

Move the painting pad in the direction of the profiles. Front side

Work back side (single screen) in circular movements (fresnel).

(lenticular profile) up and down. Work the cleaning agent into

Same treatment as for front.

the profiles. Same procedure for wiping dry.
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Cleaning instructions for dnp acrylic screens
Slightly dusted screen

Wiping off the screen

If the screen is only slightly dusty, dusting with a feather duster

When the liquid has been distributed and worked well into the

or similar will suffice. Light vacuum cleaning is recommended

grooves, the screen must be wiped dry. This is best done with

using a fitting with bristles which are not too soft, but which

another dry painting pad. Wipe the screen in the same man-

must not scratch (preferably new).

ner as used for the cleaning. If the pad becomes too wet, wipe
it with water-absorbent paper. It is important that the screen

The brush should be moved in the direction of the grooves, i.e.

should be completely dry after treatment. Repeat treatment as

up and down on the front (lenticular profile), and on the back

required.

in the case of single screens in circular movements from the
center (Fresnel profile) or just from side to side (two element

A hair dryer can be useful, but it must be held at a proper dis-

screens with vertical lens).

tance from the screen and if it has more than one heat setting,
it is advisable to keep it at the lowest setting.

Dirty screen
If the dirt on the screen is heavier, possibly with stains from fin-

Should the above treatment prove inadequate, please contact

gers etc, the screen may be cleaned with an ordinary window

your dnp distributor or dnp denmark.

cleaner with ammonia (not alcohol). Cleaning is best done with
a painting pad (not a brush).

Warning!
Never use cleaning agents with solvents as these may destroy

Add cleaning agent to painting pad until lightly moistened.

the screen. Also, never rub hard or persistently on the screen

Move the pad in the direction of the profile. The whole screen

in order to remove stains, as this will cause deformations in the

must be treated, as a difference will otherwise appear between

surface which will appear as stains.

treated and untreated areas.
If the cleaning agent needs thinning down, only lime-free water
may be used.
NB.
This cleaning instruction can NOT be used for the dnp Black
Bead Screen. Please see separate guideline.
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